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Abstract

It is shown that angle has unit like any other physical quantity. It is presented a procedure to write down all angular equations
taking this into account and valid for degrees, radians and grades.

1 Unit of the Angle

It is usually stated in textbooks that angle has no units (or di-
mensions) as it is the ratio of two lengths. This is a wrong
statement. To prove this fact it is necessary only one counter
example, namely: What is the value of a right angle? Is it 90,����� or 100? If angle were a pure number, the numerical value
of a right angle should be always the same, but this is not the
case. If degrees, radians or grades are utilized, the value of the
angle changes accordingly. A right angle can be expressed as����	

, as ���
������ or as � ����� ���� . Another simple way to prove
this fact is to observe that � 	��� � ���� �� � � ���� .

Pure numbers like ��� � � ��� ����� � , �  "!$#�% &'#(&� or )*! �%,+-#/.�0 do not depend on the system of units. The numerical
value of an angle, however, depends on the system of units as
has been shown above.

How is possible to reply to the statement that “angle is a
ratio of two lengths and as such it should have no units”? To
answer this it is only necessary to remember that all physical
quantities expressed in terms of units are the ratio of a prop-
erty of the body and the standard utilized to measure it. For
instance, it is possible to say that a specific body weighs 2 kg,
2000 g or 4.4092 pounds. In the first case its weight was di-
vided by the weight of the standard kept in Paris and found
a ratio of 2, in the second case its weight was divided by a
standard of 1 g and found a ratio of 2000, while in the third
case its weight was divided by a standard of 1 lb and found
a ratio 4.4092. All these ratios are pure numbers. But in or-
der to express how many times heavier is the body compared
with the chosen standard, it is necessary to give not only this
pure ratio but also a specific unit. In this way it is possible to
know and to remember with what standard was it compared to.
An equivalent procedure is valid for measurements of length,
time, temperature, pressure etc.

As the same happens with the angle, there is no reason to
say that it has no units.

2 Angular Equations
There are also practical subjects related to this topic. Usual
statements such as 132547698:6 if 6�; # , or:

132<476 ! 6>= 6�?@BADC:E5E<E-F GHI
JLKNMPORQNS IUT�V I
W�XY[Z�\^]`_Nacbed (1)

only make sense if f is expressed in radians. For instance,g3h5i Y�jBk jB_ml�n�o�aqprj�k j�j�s�s�sutrj�k j�_vp f , while gwh5i Y�jBk jB_yx(a�pjBk j�j�jB_Nz{t|j�k j�j�j�Z~}p f . That is, the usual series expansions of
trigonometric functions work when the angles are expressed
in radians, but not when they are expressed in degrees or in
grades.

Suppose a point particle moving in a circular orbit of ra-
dius

l
, tangential velocity �
� and centripetal acceleration

n��
.

Physical expressions like �
� prly�
and

n-�^p�ly���
related to

the angular velocity
��p�o f�� o�� are valid only if f is ex-

pressed in radians (that is, f p�� � l , where
�

is the length
of the circular arc inscribed in the angle f ). It is not possi-
ble to utilize these expressions with f in degrees or grades.
For instance, suppose a point particle moving in a circu-
lar orbit of radius

_v�
with a constant velocity, perform-

ing a complete revolution each second. Its linear velocity is� � p��P�N�Pn��e���y\����w� �c� �yl�����o�p�Z���Yw_>��a � YP_R�Na�p��Bk Z���� � � .
This can be written as

ly�
if
��p$o f�� o��vp�Z
�"l�n�o � YP_~�ya .

It is not possible to utilize � � p l/� if
�

were defined in de-
grees/sec, like

�"p¡Y�¢���j�x(a � Yw_���a�p|¢���j{��£¥¤ . The application
of ��� p`ly� with this last

�
would yield �
� p|¢���j7� � � , which

is the wrong answer.
Other physical equations involving angle are usually only

valid if the angle is expressed in radians.
We here present a procedure to generalize all angular equa-

tions so that they can be valid with all units (not only in
radians but also in degrees and grades). We are here fol-
lowing the basic proposals of Brownstein and Lévy-Leblond,
[1] and [2]. The idea is to substitute the angle f in all
equations by f�¦ or by f���§ . Here ¦ p _¨lNn�o'£L¤�pY[Z�� � ¢���j�a>o��/�©£¥¤ªp«Y¬Z
� �N j�j�a{��l�n�oB£¥¤ and § pU_®l�n�o¡pY¬¢���j � Z
�¯awx�p°Y  j�j � Z
�¯a���l�n�o . This value of § is obtained
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observing that a complete circle contains an angle of ±�²�³-´ ,
or µ�³�³·¶�¸�¹�º or »�¼�¸�¹�º . If ½ be expressed in radians, ¾ must
also be expressed in radians. If ½ be expressed in degrees or
in grades, ¾ must also be expressed in degrees or in grades,
respectively.

Here we illustrate this with some basic equations. If ¿ is
the length of an arc of circle or radius ¸ , the angle ½ contained
in this arc is given by

½ ÀÂÁ�ÃÄuÅ (2)

In this equation we always utilize Æ and Ä with the same
units (meter and meter, or inch and inch, for instance). Ob-
viously the same must be applied to Ç and È (degree and de-
gree, radian and radian, or grade and grade). In this way both
sides of this equation will always yield pure numbers. And
it will be possible to utilize it not only with Ç expressed in
radians, as usual, but also for the angle expressed in degrees
or grades. For instance, if ÄvÉ�Ê{Ë and Æ ÉÍÌ�Ë , the angleÇ É¡Î Æ�Ï Ä
Ð È will be given by: Ç É¡Î Ì�Ë Ï ÊeË ÐÑÎ Ê ÄNÒ�Ó�Ð�É Ì ÄNÒ�Ó
or Ç ÉÔÎ¬Ì Ë Ï ÊÕË Ð(Î�Ì�Ö�× Ï�Ø�Ù Ð3Ú�É¡Î¬Û
Ü�× ÏcÝBÞ ÐwÚ�É ÊNß�Ê Å à�à ß Ú .

In the circular motion of a particle around a circle its
tangential velocity á
â"ã Ó ÆNÏ Ó�ä and tangential accelerationÒ â ã Ó�å ÆNÏ Ó�äPå will be given by (from the previous equation
and the usual definitions of angular velocity æ ã Ó Ç�Ï Ó�ä and
angular acceleration ç ã Ó�å Ç�Ï Ó�äPå ):æ è¨é ê�ëìîí (3)ï ðòñôó�õöø÷ (4)

Once more both sides of these equations have the same
unit ( ùûú�üþý�ÿ�� and ùûú�üvý�ÿ � , respectively) and will be valid for
radians, grades and degrees.

For this reason the angular momentum
���

about the � axis
due to the motion of a particle in the �	� plane will be given by� ��
���ö�� ü ���� ��
 ü ö���� 
 ü ö ��� ��� (5)

In this way the angle will not appear in the unit of � and
this expression will be valid not only for radians but also for
degrees and grades.

Analogously, the centripetal acceleration must be written
as ���! #"�$&%�' �)(+* .

The same should be applied to other physical equations in-
volving angle.

As regards Eq. (1), the procedure is exactly the same,
namely, replace , by ,)' � :
-/.10 , 24365798;:<�= >@?ACBEDGF#H1HIH)JLKMNPOCQSR/TVU�W NXZY\[^]`_�a�bGc@deCf�gih\jlk9m

(6)
This is valid for all units of angles and allows the ex-

pression nio1prqts)u ewvyx s)u e if szu e|{ }
. For instance,nio1prq�~ m ~ }����z� u ewv;� n�oIp�~ m ~ }�� ~ m ~w~P�P�w� x ~ m ~ } andnio1prq�~ m ~ }�� u ewv�� nio1prq�~ m ~ } u�qZ�P�w~)u\�\� v/v�� nioIp�~ m ~w~P~ }����z�x~ m ~w~P~ }����z� (although, as we had seen, n/o1p�~ m ~ }�� is not

x ~ m ~ }
but

x ~ m ~P~w~w� ).
Another advantage of Eq. (6) as regards Eq. (1) is that

the argument of n/o1p becomes really unitless, as it should. The
same should be applied, obviously, to all equations involving��� n�s , ���Pp�s etc. That is, we should always replace s by s)u e .
3 Conclusion
This work has proven that angle is not a unitless quantity.
It has unit of angle. Moreover, a procedure has been sug-
gested to take this into account in all mathematical and physi-
cal equations involving angles: to replace the angle s by s)u e ,
where the constant

e
is given by

e���}��\�z�9� q��w�P~zu\��� v��V�q � ~w~)u\�\� v��z���z� .
It seems to us that Brownstein’s and Lévy-Leblond’s pro-

posal should be utilized in textbooks, classrooms and scien-
tific papers.
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